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A novel fantasy action RPG developed by Cygames Co., Ltd. A fantasy world with a strict class system where the rules are different. Explore
a vast world, create your own character, and enjoy a rich storyline featuring a multilayered narrative. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS •

What is Elden Ring? It is a JRPG with fantasy elements developed by Cygames Co., Ltd. for smartphones. • Will it be a free game? It is a paid
title so far. Although we do plan on making it a free game, the details of the service and price will be announced later. We apologize for the
lack of communication. • Will the game run on Android? Our development team is currently developing the game for the latest versions of

Android. We plan to release the game as soon as we finish the game. • Can I use ROMs on my mobile device and play the game? We plan to
release paid and free versions of the game. However, the paid version of the game will require a unified account for all of our mobile games,
and the free version of the game will not be able to use ROMs. • Can I request for the character created in the game to appear in the game?

Unfortunately, we cannot make characters appear in the game. This is because of the level difference between two versions. Also, the
characters in the free version of the game are intended to be used as samples in order to demonstrate the world and the game

environment. If you want to see a specific character, you can visit our official pages on Facebook, Twitter, and Google+. • How can I play
Elden Ring? - New content will be added to the latest version of the game. - Play FREE: You can play the game for free. - PILOTED: Play the
game for free, and you'll be able to use a number of free bonuses. - PILOTED PLUS: If you pre-register or pre-purchase the game, you'll be
able to use additional content. • Can I play the game in my country? You can play the game in countries where Tsumei mobile games are
available. • Can I download the game? Game players are required to be at least 18 years of age. © CYGAMES, Inc.Contact Us Contact Us

Phone Number: 807-486-4611

Features Key:
Beautiful Character Customization: beautifully crafted high-quality models, animations, and text.

Innovative Art Style: depicts the world with a new perspective in addition to the typical 3D environment art style.
Deep Action RPG Experience: perform powerful displays of strength, magic, and status through your character’s skill tree.

Equip Items to Enjoy Ever-Changing Actions: each item determines a character’s offensive and defensive abilities, item stance and combo, and attack power.
Magnificent Dungeon: in each and every one of the dungeons, enemies are featured with a dynamic and constantly changing appearance and sound, to really bring your character into the action.

Explore a Wide World: collect items, visit your friends’ houses, and learn more about your surroundings in an open world full of content.
Evolve and Express Your Own Personality: through your actions, your character’s body class, skill tree, level, and attributes change over time. As your characters develop, they begin to express their own distinct personalities and alter your behaviors and play style.

Strategic and Cooperative Multiplayer: with other characters over the internet, you can jointly access the world’s content and cooperate together to defeat challenging dungeons and bosses.

Language Guide

Please use English.

* Characters created by Tokiya Ginhata, the composer of the Shadow of the Giant, will be entering the Lodestone; see the full story of their lives & works for more details.

©2017 Nihon Falcom Corporation. Elden Ring and its characters are property of Nihon Falcom Corporation. All rights reserved. Published by Nihon Falcom Corporation.

ABOUT NEX PORTAL WORLD

NEX PORTAL WORLD is a first-of-its-kind community and mobile free-to-play MMORPG that sets out to bring together classic PC RPG elements with the convenience and fast-paced action of mobile games. Part of NEX onLINE PLATFORM, NEX PORTAL WORLD consists of a free-to-play MMORPG that anyone can 
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New Fantasy Action RPG Game Review The Elden Ring game was developed by the Sloth Company. I have been waiting a long time for a game
that combines all of my favorite elements of the action RPG genre. Sloth Company has crafted a game that does just that, and they have
delivered an amazing experience for fantasy RPG fans. This is the ultimate combination of online multiplayer, an epic story, and beautiful 3D
graphics. This game comes out of the blue and really makes an impact. It has a lot going on. I must admit, the first time I played the game was
a bit overwhelming. Just when I thought I had gotten the hang of it, I was hit by a new surprise. There is a lot going on. The player can choose
between either a male or female character. You will be able to customize your appearance by changing your race, gender, hair color, and other
attributes. Then there is the battle system. If you do not like having to fight with a complex control scheme, you can use the job system. You
choose from a variety of jobs and specializations, such as a mystic. You can fight in any way you like, as long as you have the right job. You can
customize your main weapon to any desired degree, including the number of hit points. You can also increase your own hit points. The offensive
power of the weapon depends on the quality of the job you are using. When you equip a weapon, you can easily obtain a Soul Weapon. Once
you obtain one, you can merge it into your weapon, and it will increase in strength. The combat system is very flexible. You can take control of
your weapons in both real time and the menu. You have a customizable skill system with each weapon. So, the battle system has a certain
depth to it. You will be able to use a lot of tactical measures. While you are fighting, you can have members of your party give you items to use.
If you accumulate enough items, your stats will increase and you will get a bonus to the stats you already have. You will also be able to
customize each character. You will be able to exchange your classes. You will also be able to combine different classes to create completely
new classes. You will be able bff6bb2d33
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Features two campaigns, one with random battles and the other with turn-based battles. Part One: EXPANSION By continually defeating
monsters and collecting EXP, you will cultivate your character and raise its level. --- Defeat the threat of the Maelstrom and loot the ruins. ---
Attain the power of the Grand Shaper and... Avem's Wonderworld is a unique online fantasy MMORPG that provides a lifelike experience in a
massive open-world environment. In the midst of a spellbound world, a unique school-simulation MMORPG where the characters themselves
play a central role in forming their destiny. ■School-simulation MMORPG Avem's Wonderworld is a fantasy MMORPG that provides a lifelike
experience in a large open world, where the characters themselves play a central role in forming their destiny. (More information coming soon!)
■Wide open world with graphic advances Avem's Wonderworld features gorgeous graphics for its giant open world environment. Its vibrant
colorism, with its bright and beautiful scenery, creates a great sense of immersion. The detailed graphics depict the feeling that this world is not
simply a virtual world but... Avem's Wonderworld is a unique online fantasy MMORPG that provides a lifelike experience in a massive open-
world environment. In the midst of a spellbound world, a unique school-simulation MMORPG where the characters themselves play a central
role in forming their destiny. ■School-simulation MMORPG Avem's Wonderworld is a fantasy MMORPG that provides a lifelike experience in a
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What's new in Elden Ring:

RISE UP – A fantasy MMO RPG is coming to PS4 soon! Join in-game events, a limited bonus offer and exciting news! — Information about merchandise sponsored by the band・You can also find info
on links to our official site, channels, social media sites and more.

 by 라이즈네스티브
 by 사이버서연스
 by koor the magic music girl
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1. Download the game and Install the game 2. Open install folder 3. Install the game 4. Run the gameMedia playback is
unsupported on your device Media caption The BBC's Danny Shaw reports from the scene at the scene The fatality toll from the
Thai cave rescue has risen to 13, with divers who reached eight boys and their coach reporting a "gas leak". Rescuers had been
expected to find all nine boys alive and well but the effort took longer than expected. As rescuers continued their search for
the boys, Thai navy Seals said they had discovered a "higher-level" chamber inside the Tham Luang cave complex. Thai diving
experts were dispatched to help search the new cavern. "It is an indication there are more people inside, therefore we are
sending our diving expert teams in," Chayut Sapsornsinchai, commander of the operation, told reporters. The trapped boys are
aged 11 to 16 and were playing football in the caves when they became trapped in July. The first group of five made it out on
Friday but have since been shifted to hospital in Mae Sai. Media playback is unsupported on your device Media caption Lyer
Mae Marong and a survivor of the Tham Luang cave rescue explained why they would not tell their mothers where they were
The second group made it out later but have since been moved to hospital to be treated for severe cold. The last two boys are
still being treated at Chiangrai Prachanukroh Hospital. Analysis by Vicky Xieng-Khamrad, BBC News, Luang Prabang At the
entrance of the cave where the 13th boy's body was found, locals said that while it was a bad thing, they were prepared to
have a few more deaths. One local, Somboon Ketpila, said he understood the divers, who face the risk of not being able to
breathe for a long time, and that they would be willing to die for the sake of the boys. But a Buddhist monk whose family have
been evacuated said that people often take their own lives out of despair. "We had our own problems before," he said,
referring to the political unrest in Thailand. "Now they have added a new problem." The part of the cave where the dead boy
was found was relatively small and close to the spot where he became
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Features:

Change your main character's character and appearance.
The Battleship-like Towers that descend to the dungeons in the Lands Between.
A structure rich in the Lands Between, where the game's play has been created.
A wide variety of classes and characters.
A vast and varied world where the player chooses the background of their characters.
An enormous amount of battles against enemies.
A vast world full of excitement and interesting battles that lead to a high sense of accomplishment.
Various exciting quests.
A world rich in various items and a variety of monsters.
A landscape that gives a special feeling of conneection and excitement, further extending the game's play.

Instructions and Content for the Guide:

If you do not yet have an account, download the game to your PC. Start the game. In the upper right corner of the screen, you will be prompted to enter an account. Start the main menu of the game.
Select an item from the upper right. Select 'Account'. Select 'Create Account'. Select the 'Create Account' that is displayed and input the username and password. Select 'Next'. Enter the email address
and password you want to use. Input 'Create Account' again. Select 'Finish'. 
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1, Windows 10 Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo (1.8GHz) / AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 (2.4GHz) or better,
2.0GHz+ Memory: 4GB Graphics: Nvidia GeForce™ GTX 460/AMD Radeon™ HD 5750 1GB or higher DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive:
25GB available space Additional Notes: 1 player VR: Standalone headset
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